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Several K-12 and university systems have adopted race-neutral affirmative action in place of race-based alternatives. This paper explores whether these plans are effective substitutes for racial quotas in Chicago Public Schools (CPS), which now employs a race-neutral, place-based affirmative action system at its selective exam high schools. The CPS plan is ineffective compared to plans that explicitly consider race: about three-quarters of the reduction in average entrance scores at the top schools could have been avoided with the same level of racial diversity. Moreover, the CPS plan is less effective at adding low-income students than was the previous system of racial quotas. We develop a theoretical framework that motivates quantifying the inefficiency of race-neutral policies based on the distortion in student preparedness they create for a given level of diversity and use it to evaluate several alternatives. The CPS plan can be improved in several ways, but no race-neutral policy restores minority representation to prior levels without substantially greater distortions, implying significant efficiency costs from prohibitions on the explicit use of race. (JEL H75, I21, I28, J15)

Affirmative action is one of the most contentious issues in American public policy, particularly in school admissions. In the 1970s, race-based plans were widespread in K-12 and university admissions. Since then, such plans have been challenged on multiple fronts. Some states have banned race-based affirmative action. In 2003, the US Supreme Court established a standard of “strict scrutiny” for race-based plans at public institutions, requiring that they must serve a compelling government
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1 California and Michigan passed constitutional amendments by ballot in 1996 and 2006, respectively.
interest that cannot be effectively achieved in a race-neutral manner. Many public institutions have adopted alternative plans that avoid explicitly using race.

We explore the consequences of the shift from race-based to race-neutral affirmative action at Chicago Public Schools (CPS). From 1980–2009, the assignment process for Chicago’s exam high schools involved racial quotas that restricted White enrollment. In 2010, CPS shifted to a race-neutral system that targets socioeconomic integration via a neighborhood-based approach. In the system, admissions preferences are based on the socioeconomic characteristics of the census tract in which a student resides. Each tract is placed into one of four tiers. Within each tier, the tie-breaker is based on a composite score which combines results of a specialized entrance exam, prior standardized test scores, and grades in prior coursework. Students rank schools and a deferred acceptance algorithm generates placements, factoring in both tier and tie-breaker. We focus on how this change has affected the minority and low-income composition, and curriculum matching for the incoming class at the two most selective exam schools, Walter Payton College Prep and Northside College Prep.

Chicago’s race-neutral plan has substantially increased the spread of composite scores at Payton and Northside. This is driven by two forces: the CPS plan admits students who have much lower composite scores than any student who would have been admitted under a race-based plan, and the CPS plan fails to admit many high achieving low-income and minority students. Even though the plan aspires to broaden the definition of disadvantaged students, the CPS plan admits fewer low-income students than would a pure racial quota with a comparable effect on the distribution of scores of admitted students. Moreover, within-school achievement gaps between majority and minority students widen compared to racial quotas.

A race-neutral policy remains far away from the optimal admissions plan for two reasons. First, the policy may not have been chosen well. We show that CPS’s plan can be substantially improved with some relatively minor changes. By reweighting and transforming the CPS tract-level socioeconomic measures, we can improve on the performance of the plan. Further improvements are possible if we use applicant’s free or reduced price lunch (FRPL) status.4

Second, the policy is bounded away from the optimal frontier because of the constraint that it is race-neutral. Our most important conclusion is that a substantial portion of the minority inefficiency of the CPS plan appears to be an inevitable consequence of a restriction on using race. We draw this conclusion from an exploration of more complex plans constructed using machine learning techniques. Admissions policies which may be beyond a legally permissible use of race cannot achieve much more than what our simple improvements to CPS’s tract-level variables achieve. Possibilities for race-neutral plans differ by school and are even more limited at Northside.

We anchor our empirical investigation with a model of elite schools. In the model, students are assumed to benefit from a curriculum tailored to their needs and from learning within a diverse student body. Affirmative action plans can

2 A June 2007 Supreme Court decision applied the earlier decision to strike down race-based admissions plans for public schools in Seattle and Jefferson County, Kentucky.
3 Dur, Pathak, and Sönmez (2020) describe the assignment mechanism in more detail.
4 CPS chose not to use individual-level data in part due to concerns about whether the data would be reliable if used.
benefit students by increasing diversity, although this comes at a cost of reducing curriculum-matching benefits. We propose that the efficiency of plans be assessed by measuring how close a plan is to minimizing the adverse effects on the distribution of student-preparedness conditional on the level of diversity. Our overall efficiency measure compares a given plan with other plans that simultaneously achieve the same level of minority and low-income representation. Our minority and low-income efficiency measures reflect how efficiently a plan accomplishes diversity on each dimension separately. Our efficiency measures involve subjective decisions about which adverse effects to consider and how to cardinalize them. We have tried to be conservative in labeling plans as inefficient, both relative to a utility-based model that motivates the measure and in ignoring additional disadvantages of the CPS plan, e.g., its contribution to stereotype reinforcement.

Under purely score-based admissions, Payton and Northside would have few low-income and minority students. Race-based or free or reduced price lunch (FRPL)-based affirmative action plans can substantially increase minority and/or low-income representation with a modest effect on the average composite score of admitted students. However, according to our metric, the CPS race-neutral plan is 28 percent and 22 percent efficient at Payton and Northside compared to the race- and FRPL-based benchmark. Focusing more narrowly on the CPS plan as a means to boost minority enrollment, the CPS plan is only about 26 percent and 19 percent efficient at Payton and Northside. Focusing narrowly on the plan as a means to boost low-income enrollment, it is even more inefficient. By making fairly straightforward modifications to how CPS measures socioeconomic status and how SES is used in the assignment mechanism, it is possible to improve overall efficiency to 44 percent and 39 percent at Payton and Northside. But this is about all that can be done: a more involved change (that may not survive legal challenges) results in a modest additional efficiency improvement.

The model we use to motivate our approach builds on several ideas in the previous literature. In particular, our model of curriculum-matching and school system design generates a trade-off between score maximization and diversity studied in other papers. The effect of CPS’s plan on the distribution of admitted students verifies the practical relevance of Chan and Eyster’s (2003) observation that optimal race-neutral plans may expand the lower-tail of the admitted student distribution by rejecting some very highly qualified minorities and admitting some majority candidates who would have not been admitted under a race-based plan. Our finding that within-school achievement gaps are larger under the CPS plan than under a race-based plan empirically confirms a phenomenon that Ray and Sethi (2010) noted was a necessary feature of the constrained optimal plan, but which might have been regarded as counterintuitive. Finally, our approach to developing an upper bound on what may be achieved, exploring what can be done with plans that probably go beyond what would be legally permissible, follows Fryer and Loury’s (2005) admonition that too-efficient forecasts of race are not race-blind in a meaningful sense.

The most closely related empirical antecedent to our paper is Fryer, Loury, and Yuret (2008). We follow their main approach of comparing the effects that race-based and race-blind affirmative action procedures would have on class composition via counterfactual simulations. Importantly, however, we overcome the
limitations of their dataset, which only contains information on admitted students and not unsuccessful applicants, making it challenging to assess how policies would work in practice. Cestau, Epple, and Sieg (2017) develop an econometric model of the referral process for taking the admissions tests for selective elementary schools. They report that profiling by race and income together with affirmative action based on FRPL status can achieve 80 percent of level of Black enrollment as a race-based affirmative action plan. Corcoran and Baker-Smith (2018) study admissions policies at New York’s exam schools, focusing on a descriptive account of application decisions. Though their main interest is not in affirmative action, they simulate top 10 percent rules based on seventh grade scores and find that such policies lead to an increase in Black and Hispanic representation at the schools examined. Epple, Romano, and Sieg (2008) develop an equilibrium model of affirmative action and tuition policies to show that a ban on affirmative action leads to a decline in minority students at top-tier colleges.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section I describes Chicago’s exam schools and the new race-neutral assignment policy. Section II computes the trade-off between diversity and selectivity at Payton and Northside. It also reports on racial, income, and achievement gaps under the CPS policy compared to a race and FRPL-based benchmark. Section III develops a model of optimal admissions with affirmative action to motivate our measure of the relative efficiency admissions plans. Section IV computes the relative efficiency of Chicago’s plan. Section V studies the extent that simple or larger-scale changes to Chicago’s plan could increase its efficiency. Section VI concludes.

I. Chicago’s Exam Schools

A. Schools and Admissions Process

In 2014, Chicago Public Schools operated ten “selective enrollment” or exam high schools, listed in Table 1.5 Each school offers students advanced curricula and a high-achieving peer group compared to most CPS schools. Payton and Northside are the most selective and highest-performing. Table 1 shows that Payton and Northside are also fairly small: 233 and 265 students enroll respectively, compared to total eighth grade CPS enrollment of about 28,000. Jones and Whitney Young are the next most selective; their average ACT scores are at the eighty-sixth and eighty-ninth percentile, respectively. Performance at the other exam schools is substantially lower.

To obtain an exam school seat, applicants must take an admissions test and submit a ranking of up to six schools. Students who are competitive for Northside or Payton will be sufficiently far above the cutoff for the bottom half of the schools so that they can be certain that they will be admitted to any of them, and should therefore list their top six choices in their true preference order.6 This fact motivates our

---

5 We omit South Shore College Prep because it only became a selective enrollment school in 2013–2014 so statistics on 2014 graduates would not reflect the current admissions procedure and curriculum.

6 Haeringer and Klijn (2009) and Pathak and Sönmez (2013) also show that for students who prefer less than six schools, it is weakly dominant strategy to rank schools truthfully.
assumption that rankings for these schools for students correspond to true preferences and would not change under the alternate admissions policies we consider.\(^7\)

The CPS assignment procedure starts by assigning each student a “composite score,” which we rescale from 0 to 100. The composite score places equal weight on three factors: the entrance exam score, the student’s seventh grade score on Illinois’ statewide standardized test, and the student’s seventh-grade grade-point average. The composite score can roughly be thought of as corresponding to a student’s national percentile. For example, an applicant would receive a score of 98.9 if she achieved a score CPS deemed to be at the national ninety-eighth percentile on their admissions test, had ninety-seventh percentile scores in both English and Math on the ISAT, and had a perfect middle school GPA.\(^8\) Each student is also assigned to one of four SES tiers. The SES tiers are determined by a place-based affirmative action scheme. Student addresses are mapped to each of about 800 census tracts. Six characteristics of each census tract are then used to construct the SES score for the tract: (i) median family income, (ii) percentage of single-parent households, (iii) percentage of households where English is not the first language, (iv) percentage of homes occupied by the homeowner, (v) adult educational attainment, and (vi) average Illinois Standards Achievement Test (ISAT) scores for attendance-area schools.\(^9\) Tracts are ranked by these scores, and then divided into four tiers, each with approximately the same number of school-age children. Tier 1 tracts are the most disadvantaged, while Tier 4 tracts are the most advantaged. Panel A of Figure 1 illustrates the distribution of tiers
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1—Chicago’s Exam High Schools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean ACT score (percentile) (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northside College Prep 30.1 (94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter Payton College Prep 30.2 (94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitney Young Magnet 28.3 (89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones College Prep 26.8 (86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lane Technical 24.7 (78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooks College Prep 23.5 (74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindblom Math and Sci Acad 22.8 (69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westinghouse 21.4 (57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King College Prep 20.5 (57)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: ACT Percentiles are for rounded average ACT scores by school, and based on national distributions for high school graduates from 2015, 2016, and 2017 (ACT 2020). ACT data was received from the Prairie State Achievement Examination (ISBE 2014). Average number of AP exams passed refers to the average number of AP exams ever passed (score 3 or higher) for the cohort of seniors in 2014. Average AP score refers to the average of the mean score achieved by the same cohort. Enrolled students refers to the number of ninth grade students in 2014.

---

7 Student preferences over schools could change if changes to the admissions procedure made large enough changes to the achievement levels or demographics of the admitted students. There is also evidence from lab experiments that participants do not submit their preferences truthfully in strategy-proof mechanisms (see, e.g., Chen and Sönmez 2006 and Li 2017). Students might also move in response to a change in the admissions process. Cullen, Long, and Reback (2013) document that this occurred in Texas after Texas adopted a school-based admissions procedure for college. The online Appendix shows that such behavior seems to be quite rare in our context.

8 The percentiles are not calibrated to the same population, and a full 100 GPA points are given to any student with straight A’s in seventh grade so the interpretation of scores as percentiles is not precise.

9 The SES score is the average of a tract’s percentile rank within the city of Chicago on the six dimensions.
throughout the city. Many of the highest-tier census tracts are at the northern or western edges of the city or along Lake Michigan north of downtown.

The CPS assignment mechanism is based on deferred acceptance (DA). In the system, each school is divided into five sub-schools. Merit seats, representing 30 percent of the seats, are open to all students regardless of their SES tier. Tier seats, each with 17.5 percent of the available seats, prioritize applicants from the corresponding tier, using the composite score to break ties. In the algorithm, applicants who rank a school are first considered for merit seats and then for the seats reserved for their tier. Tier seats are almost exclusively assigned to applicants from the corresponding tier. An unmatched student is defaulted to their neighborhood school. An unmatched student also could matriculate at other choice options including career and technical academies, magnet schools, military academies, and charter schools.

One feature of Chicago that makes it attractive for studying affirmative action is that the two most selective exam schools are differently situated, so we can study how race-neutral affirmative action plans fare in different environments. Figure 1 shows the schools’ locations and where their students live. Payton is closer to the center of Chicago and enrolls students from across the city. Northside is a relatively attractive location for students from the northern parts of the city which consist of primarily tier 3 and tier 4 neighborhoods. For this reason, there may be greater

Figure 1. Chicago Tiers and Admitted Students at Payton and Northside

Notes: Panel A shows the geographical distribution of tiers across tracts. Panels B and C show the number of applicants admitted to Payton and Northside, respectively, by tract.

---

10 Dur, Pathak, and Sönmez (2020) provide more details on Chicago’s DA implementation with merit and tier seats.

11 A small number of students may also be admitted to each school under special education and “principal’s discretion” programs. We have no way of knowing if any students would have been admitted via these programs under alternative admissions policies, so in all of our comparisons we assume that under the current policies the school consists only of those students selected by the main deferred acceptance algorithm. All statistics on the admitted classes at Payton and Northside refer to students admitted through the main admissions process, and therefore will not exactly match other measures of the schools’ demographics computed directly from the set of enrolled students.
efficiency costs at Northside if an affirmative action plan fails to offer admission to the low-income and/or minority students living in these neighborhoods.

B. Data

Our primary data consist of application files from the Chicago Public Schools for the 2013–2014 year and a separate file containing the factors underlying the tier formula for each census tract (CPS 2014). Each record includes students’ composite scores and underlying components, school choices, tier, and final assignment. We augment this file with data on the census tract factors used to construct tiers from Eder and Gregg (2014) and additional information on tract-level characteristics from IPUMS (Manson et al. 2010). Our analysis sample has 16,818 students and 77,051 student choices. The average applicant ranks about 4.6 schools. Applicants who rank all six choices are more likely to be Black, to qualify for a subsidized lunch, and have lower average composite scores.13

Applicants to exam schools are positively selected compared to CPS eighth graders. Table 2 shows that the standardized test scores of applicants (measured as percentiles) are well above average. Exam applicants are also less likely to qualify for a subsidized lunch than a typical CPS eighth grader. Compared to the broader pool of exam applicants, applicants who rank Payton and Northside are somewhat more positively selected as shown in columns 3 and 6 of Table 2. Northside has fewer Black and more Hispanic applicants compared to Payton.

Race-neutral admissions plans will by necessity either admit fewer minority students or reduce average composite scores at the most selective schools compared to race-based plans. Column 4 reports characteristics of students admitted under the current CPS procedure, while column 5 reports on students who would have been admitted had CPS used racial quotas to maintain the same level of Black and Hispanic representation at Payton and Northside as under the previous race-based process.14 At Payton, the shift to a race-neutral plan has cut the fraction of Black admits nearly in half, from 28 percent to 15 percent. Average composite scores are unchanged, and there have been only small reductions in the fraction of Hispanic students and the fraction of students qualifying for free or reduced price lunch (FRPL). At Northside, the CPS plan increased minority and FRPL enrollment and decreased average composite scores.15 Across both schools, 124 of the students

12 The application files also indicate whether a student qualifies for special education programming; because those applicants are assigned through a different process, we exclude them from our analysis sample.
13 The fact that an applicant does not rank all schools does not necessarily imply that she has not revealed her preferences truthfully. Rather it could indicate that any unlisted choice is less preferred to the applicant’s outside option. For high-scoring applicants, the fraction of applicants who do not rank all six choices increases with the composite score. Many such high-scoring applicants would likely opt for schools outside of the public district if not admitted to the most selective exam schools.
14 We implemented racial quotas at Payton and Northside by setting separate Black, Hispanic, and White/Asian quotas to be equal to the average share of Black, Hispanic, and White/Asian students from the three years prior to the adoption of race-neutral admissions. The number of offered seats is not exactly the same as the number of students who enroll in Table 1 because of new offers made after the initial round.
15 The share of Black and Hispanic students was much lower at Northside than at Payton under the former race-based policy. This was a side effect of the fact that the 1980 consent decree required that no more than 35 percent of a school be White. Northside had a substantially larger Asian enrollment than Payton and by 2008, Asian students took up many of the non-White seats at Northside.
admitted under the new policy, or roughly one-quarter of admitted students, would not have been admitted to the same school under the racial quota policy we simulate.

C. The CPS Composite Score

The CPS composite score is closely related to curricular offerings and educational outcomes at schools. The relationship between an applicant’s composite score and an exam school’s distribution therefore provides a measure of whether the student is suited for the exam school’s curriculum.

Advanced Placement (AP) courses are advanced college-level curricula offered to high school students who may obtain placement or credit for high enough scores. Exam schools offer AP courses, and more selective schools are able to offer more such courses and teach them at a more advanced level. Panel A of Figure 2 examines the relationship between entering students’ composite scores and AP test performance, where AP test performance data is from CPS (2014). To measure performance, we define AP Performance as the number of points in excess of two that students achieve on all of the AP tests that they take in 11th or 12th grade.16 We then plot average AP Performance against student composite score, for students with scores greater than 85. Recall that we have scaled the CPS composite score to run from 0 to 100, so this represents roughly the top 15 percent of students. AP Performance measures both the relationship between student ability and AP test performance and course offerings at any given exam school. At less selective exam schools, students have both lower baseline scores and tend to have less access to AP courses. Students with composite scores below 90 typically pass few AP tests. Expected AP performance increases sharply among students with composite scores greater than 95. In particular, students

---

16 Specifically, we give them no credit for tests on which they score 1 or 2, one point for each test on which they score 3, two points for each score of 4, and three points for each score of 5. The motivation for this transformation rather than simply adding all AP scores is that scores of 1 or 2 are generally regarded as failing scores. We do not want results to be affected by differences in whether students did or did not take tests on which they would receive such scores.
with the highest composite scores have expected AP Performance of 14, those with composite scores of 99 have expected AP Performance of about 11, and those at 98 have about 8. Therefore, if a student with a composite score in the low 90s or below replaces one with a composite score in very high 90s, we anticipate a substantial efficiency loss due to curriculum matching.
Suggestive evidence of curriculum mismatch from assigning lower scoring students to Payton or Northside is also present when we compare composite scores to college-going. Panel B of Figure 2 plots the relationship between the composite scores and whether students go on to attend a “most competitive” college after graduation. As with AP Performance, the predictive power of composite score in the upper tail is striking: more than 40 percent of students with the highest possible composite score attend a most competitive college, while only about 5 percent of students with composite scores between 85 and 90 do.

The strength of the relationship between composite score and AP Performance and college-going motivates treating the composite score as a proxy for the curriculum to which students are matched. When we examine how affirmative action plans affect within-school standard deviation in the composite score, Figure 2 can serve as a reference to translate the cardinal scale of composite scores into units of AP and college outcomes.

II. Trade-Offs between Diversity and Selectivity

A. Chicago’s Frontiers

We begin our analysis by computing the trade-off between diversity and selectivity at Payton and Northside. Figure 3 plots the frontier at both schools, as well as a single point (marked with a triangle) corresponding to the class composition if CPS were to adopt a purely score-based admissions procedure. Under this policy, the average composite score of admitted students would be 99.1 at Payton and 99.0 at Northside. Since these means are near the upper bound score of 100, there is obviously little within-school variation in the composite scores. The majority of students would have composite scores in the 99 to 100 range and all students would have scores of at least 97. The position of these points relative to the x- and y-axes show that the schools would also not be very diverse under purely score-based admissions. The x-axis position reflects that only 21 percent of the students at Payton and 19 percent of the students at Northside would be Black or Hispanic, hereafter underrepresented minorities. The y-axis positions reflect that only 15 percent of the students at Payton and 23 percent of the students at Northside would be sufficiently low income to qualify for FRPL.

The three curves in the figure correspond to admissions policies where some admitted under score-based admissions are replaced with lower-scoring minority and/or low-income students. The innermost curve contemplates a small change in class composition, where the average composite score is 98.8. Such plans can have a nontrivial effect on minority and low-income representation even though only a limited number of offers change. The other two curves illustrate admissions policies which result in larger changes in the composite score, reducing...
the average to 98.4 and 98.0, respectively. These policies make larger changes to student demographics feasible.

The shape of the frontiers demonstrates three main findings. First, absent restrictions on the form of affirmative action, it is possible to make substantial changes in school demographics with only modest changes in the distribution of admitted students’ scores. Looking at the endpoints of the innermost curve for Payton, we see that changes that keep the average score at least 98.8 can increase minority representation from 29 percent to 37 percent or increase the share of FRPL students from 20 percent to 30 percent. The pattern is similar at Northside: it is possible to increase minority representation from 23 percent to 33 percent or increase the FRPL share from 26 percent to 37 percent, while maintaining average scores of at least 98.8. Unrestricted affirmative action would therefore be a powerful tool in Chicago.

Second, under admissions policies that change composite scores as much as Chicago’s race-neutral system, there is substantially greater scope to alter school demographics. The outermost curves in the figure describe assignments which maintain an average composite score of 98.0, and hence can be thought of as making changes to the composite score distribution which are about as large as CPS has made. (Recall that the average composite score under the CPS policy is 98.0 at Payton and 97.7 at Northside.) With changes of this magnitude, the minority share at both Payton and Northside could be increased to over 50 percent. Moreover, the FRPL shares could be increased to about 43 percent at Payton and 55 percent at Northside.
Third, all of the frontiers are highly concave: they are quite flat near their left endpoints and quite steep near the right endpoints. The flatness means that a modification of a pure income-preference that replaces a portion of the income preference with explicit consideration of race can substantially increase minority representation while having negligible effect on average scores and almost no effect on low-income representation. For example, the leftmost and third from left points on the outmost Payton frontier indicate that one could raise minority representation at Payton from 37 percent to 48 percent while holding the average score at Payton fixed at 98.0 and reducing subsidized lunch representation just from 43 percent to 40 percent. Similarly, the steepness of the right portions of the curve means that a modification of a pure racial-preference plan that bases a portion of the preference on income rather than race can substantially increase low-income representation while only slightly reducing minority representation. For instance, the near verticality of the outermost curve for Payton near its right endpoint means that at average composite scores of 98.0 it is possible to increase low-income representation from 27 percent to 38 percent while only reducing minority representation from 53 percent to 50 percent. Together these two features suggest that policymakers who value both racial and income diversity would presumably have a preference for policies that explicitly considered both race and income.

Implementing a policy that achieves an interior point on a curve requires explicit use of both FRPL eligibility and minority status. Assuming this is possible, policies can be implemented using simple bonus schemes. Students have $x$ bonus points added to their score if they qualify for FRPL and $y$ bonus points added if they are a minority. Assignments are then made simply by accepting students in the order of their bonus-adjusted scores. The ratio $x/y$ determines where we end up between the fewer minorities/more low-income or the more minorities/fewer low-income end of each curve. The magnitudes of the bonuses will determine whether we reach a curve with a higher or lower average composite score. For example, in the case of Payton, the rightmost (53 percent minority, 28 percent subsidized lunch) point on the average-score-98 curve is obtained by giving 6.4 points for minority status and no points for being low-income. The leftmost (37 percent minority, 43 percent subsidized lunch) point on the same curve is obtained by giving 6.9 points for low-income status and no points for being a minority. The allocation two points to the right on the same curve where minority representation is substantially higher (48 percent) and subsidized lunch representation is only a little lower (40 percent) are obtained by giving 2.6 points for minority status and 5 points for subsidized lunch eligibility, respectively.

B. Within-School Heterogeneity in Race, Income, and Composite Scores

A separate concern about affirmative action policies is that they may contribute to within-school achievement gaps that adversely affect minority students for reasons, e.g., stereotype formation, that we did not try to incorporate into our model. This might also be thought to be an advantage of race-neutral plans: when

19See, e.g., Steele and Aronson (1995) and Austen-Smith and Fryer (2005) for further discussion.
preferences are given only to minority students, it is clear that the lowest scoring students in a school will be minorities. But, Ray and Sethi (2010) note that race-neutral plans do not lower achievement gaps when optimally designed. When the distribution of scores for minorities and non-minorities differ, an optimal plan admits students from a region of score distribution heavily populated by minorities, but below the region for the remaining students, which increases the mean achievement gap. In this section, we illustrate how the gap in composite scores is affected as more seats are reserved for minorities under a quota system and with CPS’s shift to a race-neutral policy. We find that the Ray and Sethi (2010) concern is not purely academic. At any given level of minority representation the majority-minority achievement gap is wider under CPS’s tier-based plan than it would be under a race-based plan.

CPS’s race-neutral admissions policy has created substantially more heterogeneous student bodies, measured by race or income, at Payton and Northside than a pure score-based admissions process. The histograms in panel A of Figure 4 show what the composite score distribution would be at Payton and Northside under score-based admissions with no set-aside. Each histogram bar is divided into two portions: the lower dark gray and red portion reflects the number of underrepresented minority students with composite scores in the band and the upper light gray and red portion reflects the number of White or Asian American students. The upper histograms show that within-school racial achievement gaps are small under a purely score-based admissions policy. Without affirmative action, there would be little within-school variation at either school: about 60 percent of students at each school would have composite scores of at least 99 and all students would have scored at least 97. The average score gap between majority and minority students is 0.4 at Payton and 0.2 at Northside. The average FRPL score gap is 0.4 at both schools.

The second row of histograms in the figure illustrate the class composition at Payton and Northside under benchmark affirmative action policies that use race and FRPL data to make Payton and Northside as diverse as they are under the current CPS policy on both dimensions. Note that a bonus scheme in which students are assigned a school-independent number of bonus points for minority and FRPL status cannot simultaneously match the current demographic composition of both Payton and Northside. However, it seems unlikely that CPS would choose to implement a scheme with school-based bonuses. Hence, we have chosen throughout to report on two separate race and FRPL-based benchmarks. The Payton benchmark gives 2.9 points for minority status and 1.3 points for FRPL, while the Northside benchmark uses bonuses of 2.8 and 1.5 points, respectively.

There is relatively little increase in within-school heterogeneity under these benchmarks. The histograms in the second row show that achievement gaps would be only moderately larger if CPS had used these plans to bring minority and FRPL representation up to their current levels. For example, the left histogram in Panel B corresponds to a policy in which 36.8 percent of the students assigned to Payton are underrepresented minorities and 24.5 percent are eligible for FRPL. These benchmark plans replace many of the students with scores between 97 and 98.5 with minority and/or FRPL eligible students with scores between 95 and 96, but admit few students with scores under 95. The average majority-minority score gap is 1.8 at both schools, and the average FRPL gap is 1.5 at Payton and 1.4 at Northside.
Switching to CPS’s tier-based affirmative action affects within-school achievement gaps in two opposing ways. One effect that works to reduce racial gaps is that the policy admits some relatively low-scoring White and Asian American students who live in low SES neighborhoods. Working in the opposite direction, however, is the fact that a number of high-scoring minority students living in medium to high SES neighborhoods are now being denied admission and that almost all of the lowest-scoring admits (all of whom come from tier 1) are minorities. Given the opposing effects, it is not a priori clear how the shift to a race-neutral policy will affect within-school gaps.

Panel C shows that the tier-based plan increases the within-school racial gaps. Under the race- and FRPL-based benchmark, the majority-minority score gap in average scores is 1.8 points at both Payton and Northside. Under the CPS plan, it is 3.2 points at Payton and 3.8 points at Northside. (As before, the larger gap

---

**Figure 4. Within-School Score Distributions under Alternate Admissions Policies**

Notes: Each histogram bar is divided into four portions: green and light gray reflect the number of non-minority students and magenta and dark gray reflect the number of minority students. The subportions in green and magenta represent FRPL students in the respective subportion. Score refers to the composite score.
at Northside reflects that the CPS plan is less efficient at Northside.) A comparison of the histograms in the second and third rows of Figure 4 brings this out in more detail. At both schools, the shift to the race-neutral plan reduces the number of majority students with scores in the 98 to 99 range. The CPS plan does add a large number of majority students with scores between 95 and 97, but almost all of the added students with scores below 95 are underrepresented minorities.

The most striking difference is that the left tail of low-scoring students now extends down to 89 at Payton and 87 at Northside. This means that teaching and curricula in the two schools must accommodate a substantially more heterogeneous student population relative to an affirmative action policy which uses race and FRPL status. The histogram also shows that the CPS policy has displaced most students with composite scores of between 98 and 99. As a result, the classes at Payton and Northside have an unusual composition: the majority of students have scores of at least 99, but the rest are spread out over a wide range. Since the policies in panel B and C result in the same level of diversity, we conclude that most of the increase in within-school heterogeneity could have been avoided if there were no restrictions on the type of affirmative action which could be practiced.

Within-school majority-minority achievement gaps are larger under the tier-based policy for any fixed level of minority representation. This fact can be seen in Figure 5, which plots the difference between the average composite score of admitted majority and minority students under CPS-like and pure racial-preference policies for each level of minority representation. The solid lines illustrate racial quota policies varying the numbers of reserved slots, with blue circles for Payton and red triangles for Northside. At the left endpoint, the curves have a value of 0.2, which reflects the small difference in average scores of admitted majority and minority students under a purely score-based admissions process. Achievement gaps grow by about 1 point for every 10 points of minority share: they are slightly above 1 point when the school is 30 percent minority, around 2 points when the schools are 40 percent minority, and around 3 points at 50 percent minority. The dashed lines give corresponding numbers for policies based on the CPS tiers: for each desired level of minority representation, we find the CPS tier reservation percentage that produces that level of minority representation and report the majority-minority score gap under that policy. At Payton, the majority-minority gaps are small at first, but grow once enough seats are allocated by tier to increase minority representation beyond 30 percent. The gaps grow even more quickly at Northside, again illustrating that the lower efficiency of the CPS plan in the Northside environment is associated with a larger majority-minority score gap. Compared to a racial quota, the CPS policy roughly doubles the magnitude of the majority-minority score gap at Northside.20 Figure 5 also reports the majority-minority gap in scores for the twenty-fifth percentile of the distribution. The gap at this quantile are wider than the gap at the mean at both Payton and Northside.

20 While we focus on the effect of CPS’s race-neutral affirmation action system on Payton and Northside, CPS’s tier-based plan produces a higher SD at every school relative to the benchmark. The effects are largest at Jones and Young, which are the next two schools in the selectivity hierarchy following Payton and Northside. Online Appendix Figure A.1 presents histograms similar to those in Figure 4 illustrating the impact of the CPS plan on the other schools.
Compared to the benchmark, the CPS plan must be rejecting some students with high composite scores and instead accepting lower-scoring students with the same minority-FRPL status. In this section, we investigate further to what extent admissions probability depends on student characteristics and examine the attributes of students who are displaced.

Figure 6 reports the probability of admissions for students stratified by FRPL and minority status at Payton and Northside under the CPS policy. The vertical line in each panel corresponds to the lowest composite score of an admitted student under the race- and FRPL-based benchmark plan. That is, at Payton, any minority and FRPL student with a composite score of at least 94.5 would have been guaranteed admission under this alternative. In contrast, under the CPS policy, students with scores of 89 have a positive probability of being admitted. Their positive probability comes at the expense of higher scoring minority/FRPL students who do not obtain admissions for certain. At Northside, minority/FRPL students with scores of 87 have a positive admissions probability, when the lowest score to gain admittance under the benchmark would be 94.2, and the admissions probability for students with scores 90–95 is less than 0.5. The positive probability to the left of the vertical line, and the fact that points to the right of the vertical are not equal to 1 provide another visualization of the inefficiency of the CPS plan.
The figure shows that the CPS’s plan does not simply admit the wrong minority-FRPL students. The other three panels illustrate that the CPS plans admits students with lower composite scores than the benchmark plan, and it also does not admit all pupils with higher scores. For example, even majority/non-FRPL students...
with scores of 94 are admitted with positive probability at Payton and Northside, even though they do not increase diversity and have substantially lower composite scores than the composite score these types of applicants would have faced under the benchmark plan.\textsuperscript{21}

### III. Measuring the Efficiency of Affirmative Action Plans

#### A. Modeling Affirmative Action in Admissions

Several models show how race-based affirmative action can enhance welfare.\textsuperscript{22} In these models, restrictions on the use of race will always lead to welfare losses. Chan and Eyster (2003) first formulated this finding in a model in which an elite school values both diversity and the average quality of admitted students. They also noted that welfare losses can be severe and take on striking forms: constrained optimal plans can deny admission to the some of the most-qualified students of every race; they can reject some minority students who are more qualified than some admitted majority students; and they can reduce average student quality as well as minority representation. Ray and Sethi (2010) note that absent the monotonicity restriction imposed by Chan and Eyster (2003) optimal policies will generically be non-monotone and accept some less-qualified students while simultaneously denying admission to some who are more qualified.

Consider a school system that serves a heterogeneous set of students. Each student has a type vector \((\theta, x, z)\), where \(\theta\) describes the best curriculum for the student, \(x\) is a vector of student characteristics (such as race or socio-economic status), and \(z\) is “proxy” that may be used in assigning students to schools. Suppose that the expected educational outcome of a student of type \((\theta, x, z)\) when assigned to school \(s\) is

\[
V_s(\theta, x, z) = h(\theta, x, z) - k(\theta - c_s)^2 - d\|\bar{x}_s - x^*\|,
\]

where \(c_s\) is the curriculum at school \(s\), \(\bar{x}_s\) is the mean of the vector of characteristics of students in school \(s\), and \(x^*\) is the composition of an optimally diverse school. The function \(h\) gives the component of a student’s expected outcome which does not depend on school \(s\). The parameter \(k\) indexes the importance of providing students with a curriculum that is matched to their type \(\theta\). The parameter \(d\) indexes the importance of losses from schools having demographics that differ from \(x^*\). This loss term might reflect the value of discussions in diverse classrooms. An optimal affirmative action plan balances curriculum matching against concerns for diversity. An important assumption in this model is that the education benefits to diversity and optimal curriculum matching do not depend on whether the student is in the majority or minority group.

\textsuperscript{21}Figure A.2 in the online Appendix reports additional information on the tract characteristics of students displaced under the CPS plan. Almost all of the displaced students come from tracts that are above the median in the CPS SES index in its income and education components.

Suppose that the school system operates schools indexed by \( s = 1, 2, \ldots, S \). Assume that the school system chooses both a student assignment function \( A: \Theta \times X \times Z \rightarrow S \) and the curricula at each school \( c = (c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_s) \). When affirmative action is unrestricted, we assume that the school system knows the distribution of student types and can choose any function \( A(\theta, x, z) \) and any curricula \( c \). Suppose the social welfare function aggregates student outcomes as follows:

\[
W^{A,c} = \sum_s \int_{\{\theta, x, z|A(\theta, x, z) = s\}} \left( h(\theta, x, z) - k(\theta - c_s)^2 - d \| \bar{x}_s - x^* \| \right) d\mu(\theta, x, z),
\]

where \( \mu \) is the distribution over types. The unrestricted optimal assignment policy thus maximizes:

\[
\{A^*(\theta, x, z), c^*\} = \arg \max_{A(\theta, x, z), c} W^{A,c}.
\]

Our utilitarian welfare function implicitly assumes that the motivation for maintaining diversity is that it affects educational outcomes of students in the system. But the same social welfare function could also capture situations where diversity benefits accrue to others, e.g., they could be realized when the current generation of students serves as role model for future students as in Chung (2000), or they could reflect the preferences of voters or politicians for diverse schools. The online Appendix develops some properties of the optimal assignment policy. The most important result is that when each school sets its curriculum optimally, school-specific welfare simplifies to

\[
W_s^{A,c} = -k \text{Var}(\theta | A(\theta, x, z) = s) - d \| \bar{x}_s - x^* \|.
\]

That is, welfare is determined by the combination of within-school variance in the curricula to which students are best matched and demographic diversity.

**B. Measuring Relative Efficiency**

The optimal admissions plan will often be infeasible for two reasons: (i) schools may be legally prohibited from basing admissions decisions on some dimension \( x \) and (ii) schools may not observe some dimensions of \( x \). When this happens, school systems can only implement rules \( A(\theta, z) \) that involve proxy variables \( z \) imperfectly correlated with \( x \).

The difference in welfare from adopting a given race-neutral plan \( \{A(\theta, z), \hat{c}\} \) rather than \( \{A^*(\theta, x, z), c^*\} \) is \( W^{A^*,c^*} - W^{A,\hat{c}} \). Several factors make estimating this quantity infeasible. Computing the optimal policy and evaluating the welfare function requires knowing what dimensions of diversity matter (to student achievement or school-board preferences) and estimates of the importance of curriculum mismatch and diversity for student achievement. Therefore, we take an alternative...

\[23\text{ Chan and Eyster (2003) and several subsequent papers consider a more general class of plans which may involve random assignment. The CPS plan was deterministic and we simplify the discussion that follows by only considering such plans.}\]
One school assignment plan, available regardless of whether it is legal to condition on $x$, ignores both $x$ and $z$ and chooses the assignment plan that minimizes the average within-school variance in $\theta$. Other plans involving affirmative action can improve diversity, but improvements come at the expense of increasing within-school variance in $\theta$. The relative efficiency measure we define below focuses on how well plans make this trade-off, i.e., how much of a loss in curriculum matching is incurred for each unit of improvement in diversity.

Let $\hat{s}$ be a school of interest. Let $\{\hat{A}(\theta, x, z), \hat{c}\}$ be some assignment plan of interest in which the curriculum is optimal with respect to the school assignments. Suppose that $\hat{A}$ assigns $n_1$ students to each school $s$ and write $\hat{x}_s$ for the average demographics of school $\hat{s}$ under this plan. To define our relative efficiency measure for plan $\hat{A}$ as school $\hat{s}$, we first construct two benchmark assignment plans that serve as points of comparison. First, let $A_{1, \ldots, s}^{SB}$ be the “score-based” admission plan in which students are prioritized in order of $\theta$ and assigned in order to their most-preferred school provided it is not full given the capacities $n_1, \ldots, n_s$. Under the score-based admissions plan, a student is assigned her most-preferred school provided it is not full given the capacities $n_1, \ldots, n_s$. Let $A_{s, n_1, \ldots, n_s}^{RB}$ be the “race-based” affirmative action plan which prioritizes students on the basis of $\theta$ plus an underrepresentation bonus and provides members of groups which would be less represented at school $\hat{s}$ under plan $A_{s, n_1, \ldots, n_s}^{SB}$ with the smallest number of bonus points that are sufficient to make the demographics of school $\hat{s}$ match the demographics, $\hat{x}_s$, that it has under plan $\hat{A}$. We then define the relative efficiency of school assignment plan $\hat{A}$ at school $\hat{s}$ by

\begin{equation}
\text{Relative Efficiency}(\hat{A}, \hat{s}) = \frac{\text{SD}(\theta | A_{s, n_1, \ldots, n_s}^{RB}(\theta, x, z) = \hat{s}) - \text{SD}(\theta | A_{n_1, \ldots, n_s}^{SB}(\theta, x, z) = \hat{s})}{\text{SD}(\theta | \hat{A}(\theta, x, z) = \hat{s}) - \text{SD}(\theta | A_{n_1, \ldots, n_s}^{SB}(\theta, x, z) = \hat{s})}.
\end{equation}

Relative efficiency can be thought of as measuring the fraction of the welfare losses from inferior curriculum-matching at school $\hat{s}$, which were necessary to achieve the level of diversity which plan $\hat{A}$ achieves. The measure compares $\hat{A}$ to another plan which uses bonuses based on $x$ to achieve the same level of diversity. For example, if plan $\hat{A}$ increases the standard deviation of $\theta$ within school $\hat{s}$ by 4 units for every 0.01 increase in the representation of some group and the alternate plan $A_{s, n_1, \ldots, n_s}^{RB}$ increases the standard deviation of $\theta$ within school $\hat{s}$ by only 1 unit for every 0.01 increase in the representation of that group, then we would say that plan $\hat{A}$ is only 25 percent efficient at school $\hat{s}$. That is, 25 percent of the loss in curriculum-matching benefits that plan $\hat{A}$ entails were necessary to achieve the diversity benefits that plan $\hat{A}$ achieves while the remaining 75 percent were due to the restriction that prevents using $x$ in the admissions process and/or to plan $\hat{A}$ having been suboptimally designed relative to the constraints.

\[24\text{ We will make this assumption about curricula throughout this section and henceforth describe assignment plans solely by their assignment functions.}\]
School-specific welfare depends on within-school variance in curricula and demographic diversity. The score-based benchmark is a natural point of comparison because the equivalence of minimizing within-school standard deviation and maximizing across school standard deviation in mean scores means that a plan which considers only $\theta$ in admissions can be thought of as a plan designed to roughly maximize one dimension of welfare. The race-based benchmark, which focuses on maximizing average scores at school $s$ subject to a diversity constraint, is another natural point of comparison if we think of trying to reduce the system-wide standard deviation given a diversity constraint.

Cardinalization of the welfare losses in curriculum matching that have been incurred in the course of increasing diversity involves taking a position on the appropriate scale. While our model suggests using the within-school variance in composite scores as a measure of welfare losses, we use the within-school standard deviations, $\text{SD}(\theta|\hat{A}(\theta,x,z) = \hat{s})$, instead. We make this choice to be more conservative in labeling plans as inefficient, cognizant of the fact that the model-based argument for using variance instead would be relying heavily on the assumption that welfare losses are quadratic in the mismatch in composite scores. We are also trying to be conservative in omitting other potential welfare losses from our calculation. For example, we noted that the CPS plan has much larger majority-minority score gaps than our benchmark plans, and the impact that this may have on the formation of stereotypes is another welfare concern that might be regarded as making the CPS plan even less efficient than it appears in our measures.

We also report a measure of efficiency using the mean composite score in the online Appendix. For a given admissions plan, this measure takes the ratio of the difference in the average score under the optimal plan for corresponding level of diversity compared to purely score-based admissions to the difference in the average score under the plan minus the average under purely score-based admissions. That is, this metric simply replaces the standard deviation in equation (3) with the mean. In many cases, the standard deviation measure and the mean produce similar efficiency measures, so we opt to emphasize the standard deviation measure. The similarity is not surprising. For example, if all students have a score of 100 under the score-based plan, plan $A$ has a fraction $1 - p$ of students having a score of 100 and fraction $p$ having a score of $100 - y$, and plan $A$’s benchmark has a fraction $1 - p$ at 100 and fraction $p$ at $100 - x$, then the mean and standard-deviation based definitions both measure the efficiency as $x/y$.

In the discussion above, we have defined the relative efficiency of a plan $\hat{A}$ considering all demographic changes it entails. In practice, affirmative action plans change the demographics of schools in multiple dimensions: they affect the fraction of minority students, the fraction of low-income students, etc. Our primary measure, which we will refer to as overall efficiency, considers benchmark plans $A^{RB}$ that achieve exactly what plan $\hat{A}$ achieves on both of these dimensions. To better

---

25 The plan that minimizes within-school standard deviation in $\theta$ just at school $\hat{s}$, in contrast, would not be a sensible benchmark: one can reduce within-school standard deviation at any school almost to zero simply by denying admission to all of the highest-achieving students and instead accepting students from some point in the middle of the distribution where there are many students from every demographic group. Our benchmarks are designed to avoid the concern that one is achieving a favorable result at school $\hat{s}$ at the expense of increasing within-school variance at other schools.
understand a plan’s performance, we also separately report plans’ relative efficiency as a means to improve single dimensions of diversity. For example, if plan \( \hat{A} \) increases the representation of minority students at \( \hat{s} \) from 15 percent to 30 percent and increases the representation of low-income students from 20 percent to 25 percent, we will measure the “minority-only efficiency” of the plan by a similar formula, but using in place of \( A^{RB} \) a benchmark that maximizes scores at school \( \hat{s} \) imposing only the constraint that minority enrollment must be at least 30 percent. We will measure the “income-only efficiency” by using in place of \( A^{RB} \) a benchmark that only imposes the constraint that low-income enrollment must be at least 25 percent. At Payton, the bonus points for race under the minority-only benchmark are 3.4 points and the bonus points for FRPL under the income-only benchmark are 2.9. At Northside, the bonus points for race under the minority-only benchmark are 2.8 and the bonus points for FRPL under the income-only benchmark are 2.1.

IV. How Efficient Are Chicago’s Policies?

Our efficiency calculation evaluates an affirmative action policy in terms of the portion of the increase in within-school variation in \( \theta \) that was necessary to achieve the level of diversity which is being achieved. For our efficiency calculations, we will take \( \theta \) to be the composite score. In terms of histograms in Figure 4, the actual increase in standard deviation (SD) can be thought of as calculated by computing the difference in SD between panel C and panel A for each school. The necessary increase in SD would be the difference between the SD of rescaled versions of the panel B and panel A for each school. Here, this calculation says that the current CPS policy has an overall efficiency of 28 percent at Payton and 22 percent at Northside. Put differently, the CPS policy has increased within-school SD in composite scores by about four times as much as was necessary to achieve the diversity that is being achieved. We more directly study the CPS’s plan as a tool for racial and socioeconomic integration.

A. The Policy as a Tool for Racial Integration

The CPS policy departs from our race- and FRPL-based benchmark policy because it does not use student-level race data to increase minority representation, nor does it use student-level income data (measured by subsidized lunch eligibility) to increase low-income representation. Figure 7 examines the trade-off between increasing minority representation and reducing within-school SD in student ability/preparation at Payton and Northside. Specifically, the figure describes the classes that would be admitted to each school under various affirmative action plans on two dimensions. The x-axis is the percent of students who would be underrepresented minorities. The y-axis gives the within-school SD in composite scores. The y-axis is plotted on a flipped scale so that one can regard higher points on either axis as desirable. The left panel corresponds to Payton and the right panel to Northside.

The red circles describe the outcomes under a set of benchmark race-based policies which provide varying levels of advantage to underrepresented minority students. The upper left point on these curves correspond to the purely score-based...
policy, which produces classes in which 21.4 percent of Payton students and 18.9 percent of Northside students are underrepresented minorities. The points further to the right on these curves correspond to increasing the minority preference: the first dot corresponds to a minority preference of one point, the second to a minority preference of two points, and so on. The flatness of the left portions of the curves is a further illustration that race-based affirmative action policies can substantially increase minority representation while only making small changes in the distribution of student preparation. The increasing steepness of the curves as we move to right shows that there is limited scope for making such low-cost changes. Larger increases in minority representation will require more substantial increases in within-school SD.

The green triangles describe the incoming classes when one implements CPS-like policies that reserve various fractions of the seats at Payton and Northside to be allocated evenly across the CPS tiers. The upper left point on these curves is the pure score-based admissions policy. Each subsequent point corresponds to allocating an additional 10 percent of the seats by tier. The large black square is the current CPS policy which involves a 70 percent reservation for tier seats and produces a class that is 37 percent minority. The blue squares describe the income classes under a set of FRPL-based benchmark policies, where bonus points are given for low-income status.

The vertical difference between the two curves provides another illustration of the inefficiency of the CPS policy. Our relative efficiency measure applied to this solely race-based comparison (i.e., minority-only efficiency) would say that the CPS policy is 26 percent efficient at Payton, i.e., the actual within-school SD relative to the score based policy $2.71 - 0.80 = 1.91$, is $1/0.258 = 3.9$ times as large.

Notes: This figure compares the standard deviation of composite scores for several levels of minority representation. The upper left point of each curve corresponds to a purely score-based policy. Red circles correspond to policies that give bonus points for minority status, increasing by 1.5 point increments. Blue squares correspond to the analogous policy which instead rewards FRPL status. Green triangles represent simulations of admission schemes that reserve various fractions of seats to be allocated evenly across CPS tiers, increasing by 10 percent increments. The black square corresponds to the current CPS policy with 70 percent of seats reserved.
as the increase in SD \((1.29 - 0.80 = 0.49)\) sufficient to achieve the same level of minority representation under the benchmark race-based policy.

The CPS policy is even less efficient as a means to increase minority representation at Northside. In the right panel of Figure 7, the green and red curves diverge even more quickly than in the left panel. The current CPS policy is only 19 percent minority-only efficient at Northside. The minority-only efficiency of the FRPL benchmark is close to that of the CPS policy at Payton, but at Northside the FRPL benchmark is midway between the race-based benchmark and the CPS policy at minority shares above 35 percent. The difference between the policies’ performance at Payton and Northside is driven in part by the demand patterns of applicants to both schools. That is, place-based affirmative action plans may be less effective in environments similar to Northside than in environments similar to Payton, since Payton naturally draws students from nearby minority neighborhoods.

Note that the degree to which a social planner should care about relative efficiency would vary with the size of the change in school composition that is being contemplated. Near the left endpoint, low relative efficiency would not be a big concern because the increase in within-school SD (which is what enters into welfare) is still fairly small in absolute terms even for an inefficient policy. The form of the graphs, however, bolsters the case that relative efficiency is a useful concept in showing that it provides a measure which is somewhat robust to how intensively the policy level is used. For example, if one were to analyze the CPS-like policies which involve reserving 30 percent to 80 percent of the seats at Payton by CPS tier, one would find that they are all 26 percent to 33 percent efficient as means to increase minority representation.

B. The Policy as a Tool for Socioeconomic Integration

The nature of CPS policy’s inefficiency as a means for admitting low-income students differs from its inefficiency as a means for admitting minority students since CPS faced a legal prohibition on using race in admissions, whereas it could have used FRPL eligibility if it had chosen to do so.

We nonetheless study the CPS policy’s efficiency as a means for admitting low-income students for two reasons. First, many other cities and states have adopted placed-based affirmative action policies, so it is of more general interest to know how efficiently one such policy is aiding low-income students.\(^{26}\) Second, while the “low-income” inefficiency of the CPS policy could be eliminated by incorporating student-level data on FRPL eligibility, socioeconomic disadvantage involves much more than income. CPS does not have the student-level data to measure these other dimensions of disadvantage. For example, CPS does not know if a student’s parent(s) are supportive of their children’s education; how many books they have in their home; whether the student has been affected by domestic or neighborhood violence; whether the student’s teacher encouraged them to pursue high achievement; etc.\(^{27}\) Place-based

\(^{26}\)Texas’s well-known top 10 percent policy for college admissions can be thought of as one example of a much coarser place-based policy which puts all students who attend the same public high school in an equivalence class.

\(^{27}\)The breadth of disadvantage motivates the multifaceted approach to addressing disadvantage in the Harlem Children’s Zone studied in Dobbie and Fryer (2011). Fryer and Levitt (2004) show that the number of books in the
policies are a possible way to address such disadvantages, and the lessons learned form examining the degree to which the CPS policy is benefitting low-income students may also apply to the effectiveness of place-based policies in aiding students who are disadvantaged on other dimensions on which schools (and we) lack data.

Figure 8 reports on the trade-off between increasing low-income representation and reducing within-school composite score SD at Payton and Northside. The figure describes the classes that would be admitted to each school under various affirmative action plans. Figure 8 differs from Figure 7 since the x-axis reports the fraction of students eligible for FRPL instead of the number of minority students. As with racial diversity, bonus schemes can substantially increase low-income representation from its initial level with only small changes in the composite score distribution. The red circles in Figure 8 illustrate the trade-off that CPS faces when it gives bonus points to low-income students to increase their representation. The curves are nearly horizontal close to their left endpoints. This fact shows that it is possible to substantially increase low-income representation with only a slight change in the distribution of composite scores. But, the steeper slopes at higher levels of low-income representation show that more substantial increases in within-school variation are inevitable, even for levels of representation well below the CPS average FRPL eligibility of 86 percent. Comparing the two schools, Northside will have

home is a powerful predictor of student performance at the beginning of kindergarten and including this and a host of other controls can account for the racial achievement gap at that time.
substantially more low-income students than does Payton under any given level of low-income preference.

The green triangles describe the student bodies produced by variants of the CPS policy with different tier reserve sizes. Despite its focus on socioeconomic disadvantage, the CPS plan is not very efficient as a method for increasing the number of low-income students. At Payton, for example, the current CPS policy increases the proportion of students on FRPL from 15 percent to 25 percent at the cost of increasing the SD in composite scores from under 1 to almost 3. A simple FRPL quota could have achieved the same increase in subsidized lunch representation while only increasing the SD to about 1.1 SD. Our income-only efficiency metric says that the CPS policy is only 17 percent efficient as a method of increasing low-income representation. We take this as a strong cautionary message. Place-based affirmative action policies will provide a substantial benefit to students living in disadvantaged areas. But it is not at all clear that the benefit will go to students who are themselves disadvantaged.

The third series in Figure 8 provides another striking comparison: the CPS policy is worse than using racial quotas for low-income representation. The blue squares describe the classes that would have been admitted under a purely race-based plan that only explicitly favors students who belong to an underrepresented minority group. Strikingly, this graph lies above the CPS plan in the figure. That is, for every level of low-income representation, the CPS policy is actually worse than using racial quotas.

The fact that CPS’s SES-based policy is less efficient than racial quotas as a means to increase low-income representation may at first seem paradoxical. CPS’s SES index is based on several variables known to be highly correlated with poverty. How could it possibly be less efficient as a means to admit low-income students than a pure racial preference?

One explanation involves the fact that once we learn that a student from a low-SES census tract has an extremely high composite score, it means that the student is unusual for their census tract. This fact means that the relationship between tract and student characteristics is less reliable exactly for these kids. For example, most Black students in CPS are poor. An even higher percentage of students from very low-SES census tracts are poor. But once we learn that a Black student and a student from a low-SES census tract achieved a very high composite score, it is likely that neither one is poor. The reason racial quotas outperform, however, is that minority status retains more of its power as a predictor of poverty than the tract-level SES score.

The fact that the CPS plan is less efficient as a means to admit low-income students than racial quotas is a strong criticism of place-based plans like Chicago’s. It has been recognized that plans that do not explicitly consider race will be less effective as a means to increase minority representation. It has been generally presumed that this disadvantage should be thought of as part of a trade-off, wherein race-neutral plans will benefit students who are themselves disadvantaged but not necessarily minority. Our analysis of the CPS plan shows that this potential offsetting benefit need not exist: the CPS place-based plan is both less efficient as a means to increase minority representation and less efficient as a means to benefit low-income students than a race-based plan.
V. How Efficient Can Race-Neutral Policies Be?

So far we have compared the CPS plan with benchmark race-based policies which are infeasible in the current legal/political environment. In this section, we explore the extent to which CPS might improve on its plan given current restrictions on the use of race. We do not construct the constrained-optimal plan: defining such a plan would require knowledge of how CPS values diversity and within-school variance and an understanding of political constraints. We instead pursue two more limited aims. Section VA discusses the extent to which small and potentially feasible changes to the CPS plan would improve minority-only efficiency. Section VB attempts to provide an upper bound on the efficiency CPS could have achieved by going beyond what might be legally or practically feasible, but still not directly using race.

A. Can Simple Changes Make the CPS Plan More Efficient in Increasing Minority Representation?

Several aspects of the CPS plan seem crude. The census tract SES index is an unweighted sum of six variables when some variables may be more important than others. The continuous tract-level CPS measure, which takes on 800 different values, is discretized into four bins before being used in the assignment process, suggesting it falls short of exploiting the full range of available information. And the plan makes no use of student-level data on FRPL eligibility. The decision not to make use of individual-level data potentially reflects the belief that SES tier is predictive of disadvantage, but it could alternately reflect a feasibility or political constraint. We therefore explore whether two simple plans can make the CPS plan more efficient as a means to increase minority representation: one using only data CPS is now using and one also using individual-level FRPL data.

One class of potentially feasible modifications to the CPS plan constructs the SES index as a weighted average of any subset of the disadvantage indicators CPS is now using, and then gives preferences to students as a linear function of the continuous SES index. A rough intuition for what might make this type of plan work well is if the SES index is highly correlated with minority status among students with high composite scores. To find weights, we regressed an indicator for minority status on the six CPS variables, running the regression on the subsample of applicants with composite scores of at least 96. Some variables have the “wrong” sign in this regression, e.g., it suggests favoring students from higher-income census tracts, and it seems debatable whether CPS could use such an index, so we sequentially

28 A reporter asked Richard Kahlenberg, the architect of the CPS plan, directly about this issue. “The new admissions policy uses the socioeconomic status of a student’s census tract, not an individual student. Is it possible that schools will draw, and admit, students who are the exceptions within their neighborhoods?” His response mentions both concerns about whether individual-level data would be reliable and confidence that the “rich” set of variables that go into the SES index will make it a reliable indicator of disadvantage. “There is that possibility. But there are problems with using the individualized data. FRPL data are presented by individual parents. There is usually very little verification that goes on. Using census data, we are able to get a rich set of factors. You could ask all these questions of people, but once it became clear that there was an advantage to being in one category, there might be an incentive for individuals to provide false information.” See Harris (2009).

29 We focus only on minority efficiency because measured the income efficiency can be increased to 100 percent using the student-level data. As mentioned earlier, it is not clear whether this corresponds to 100 percent efficiency in addressing true disadvantage when disadvantage is multi-dimensional.
We do not know whether some political constraint or data quality concern led CPS to conclude that it should ignore student-level FRPL status and only use tract-level variables. Nevertheless, to demonstrate the additional predictive power of using such information, we also constructed a student-level SES index variable which turns out to be a weighted average of four variables: the individual-level FRPL indicator and the same three variables that are involved in our tract-level index.

We then considered alternative race-neutral assignment plans in which students’ priorities at exam schools are the sum of their composite scores and a scale factor times of one of our two new SES indexes. We chose the scale factor so that the allocations produced would assign exactly as many minorities to Payton and Northside as CPS’s actual plan. Table 3 provides statistics comparing the classes admitted under these plans with the classes admitted under the CPS plan. Panel A examines how the plans perform at Payton. Our simple modification raises minority-only efficiency from 26 percent to 41 percent. This increase corresponds to a reduction in within-school SD from 2.7 to 2.0. This reduction is quite far from eliminating the undesired side effect of the shift to race-neutral affirmative action, but it is a sizable enough shift to seem worthwhile. Another appealing feature of the modified plan is

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{lcccccccc}
\hline
 & Avg. & Within & Maj.- & Share & Share & Percent efficiency (SD) \\
 & score & school & Min. & minority & FRPL & Overall & Minority & Income \\
 & (1) & SD & Gap & (4) & (5) & (6) & only & only \\
\hline
\textit{Panel A. Walter Payton College Prep} \\
Current CPS plan & 98.0 & 2.71 & 3.17 & 0.368 & 0.245 & 28.3 & 25.8 & 17.1 \\
Reweighted SES bonus & 98.3 & 2.01 & 2.06 & 0.368 & 0.236 & 43.6 & 40.8 & 22.5 \\
LASSO SES bonus & 98.3 & 1.87 & 1.97 & 0.368 & 0.236 & 49.0 & 45.9 & 25.3 \\
SES Bonus with FRPL & 98.4 & 1.80 & 1.93 & 0.368 & 0.286 & 69.8 & 49.0 & 59.6 \\
LASSO with FRPL & 98.5 & 1.68 & 1.95 & 0.368 & 0.264 & 73.2 & 56.1 & 57.1 \\
Race and FRPL-based benchmark & 98.8 & 1.34 & 1.77 & 0.368 & 0.245 & 100.0 & 91.1 & 60.4 \\
\textit{Panel B. Northside College Prep} \\
Current CPS Plan & 97.7 & 3.18 & 3.79 & 0.355 & 0.340 & 22.1 & 18.5 & 9.7 \\
Reweighted SES bonus & 98.0 & 2.21 & 2.14 & 0.355 & 0.340 & 38.8 & 32.5 & 17.0 \\
LASSO SES bonus & 98.0 & 2.15 & 2.07 & 0.355 & 0.359 & 45.3 & 34.0 & 21.6 \\
SES Bonus with FRPL & 98.0 & 2.07 & 1.85 & 0.355 & 0.452 & 76.2 & 36.5 & 62.8 \\
LASSO with FRPL & 98.0 & 2.08 & 1.88 & 0.355 & 0.429 & 64.9 & 36.1 & 48.4 \\
Race and FRPL-based benchmark & 98.7 & 1.42 & 1.84 & 0.355 & 0.340 & 100.0 & 83.7 & 43.7 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Efficiency of Alternate Race-Neutral Affirmative Actions Plans}
\end{table}

Notes: Reweighted SES bonus refers to a plan that uses a subset of the SES disadvantage indicators: CPS’s Adult Education Index, Percentage of Single-Parent Families, and Local Elementary School ISAT Score variables. LASSO SES bonus adds the estimate for the probability of being a minority from a LASSO model as additional SES indicator. The SES bonus with FRPL and LASSO with FRPL refer to plans that additionally take the individual FRPL status into account. The race- and FRPL-based benchmark plan uses weights on individual minority and FRPL status to maximize the average composite score, while matching both the minority and FRPL share achieved in the current CPS plan.

\footnote{Details on these regressions are provided in online Appendix Table A1.}
that it reduces the majority-minority gap in average composite scores from 3.2 to 2.1 points. Adding individual FRPL data allows for a further improvement at Payton. Minority-only efficiency increases to 49 percent. The modified plan now also admits more FRPL-eligible students than the CPS plan.

Panel B reports comparable statistics for Northside. The version that uses only tract-level variables once again improves minority-only efficiency and simultaneously reduces the majority-minority gap in average composite scores. But, the fact that minority-only efficiency only reaches 33 percent provides further evidence for our initial conjecture that race-neutral affirmative action would be more difficult to carry out in an environment like Northside. Similar to Payton, the inclusion of individual-level FRPL status results in further improvement and raises minority-only efficiency to 37 percent.

It is possible that even these simple plans would run into legal trouble. Opponents of affirmative action could challenge the use of a weighted average, charging that the weights were derived from an attempt to influence racial outcomes of the school assignment plan rather than from their relative importance as components of diversity or disadvantage. We will not take a stance on this discussion and report in online Appendix Table A.6 that variants of these plans that use unweighted averages perform nearly as well as plans using weighted averages. The performance of several other plans, including neighborhood-based plans more directly analogous to the Texas top 10 percent plan, are also discussed in our working paper and in the online Appendix.

B. More Sophisticated Plans as an Upper Bound

We next ask whether substantially higher welfare gains could be reached with even more sophisticated race-neutral plans. We believe that the answer to this question is no. This view derives from an analysis of what could be done under a much more ambitious plan which already seems to go well beyond might be legally permissible.

To explore how far one might be able to increase efficiency, we began by manually browsing through the many thousands of tract-level variables available from Manson et al. (2010) and identified a subset of 145 that we thought might turn out to be useful predictors of minority status. The number of variables is sufficiently large relative to the number of high-scoring minority applicants to make overfitting an important concern, and it also seems implausible that CPS could choose an SES index with such a large number components. Accordingly, we use a LASSO regression to pick a parsimonious index that predicts minority status among students with high composite scores. Specifically, we estimate a LASSO regression on the subsample of applicants with composite scores of at least 96 with minority status as the dependent variable and both the CPS variables and our added 145 variables as potential explanatory variables. The LASSO procedure led to a model that uses nine of the explanatory variables. The variables it chose magnify concerns that an

31 Not all variables are available for all tracts. We impute the mean value for missing values.
32 We also investigated the performance of random forest models. They did not fare quite as well in out-of-sample fit.
33 The regularization parameter was chosen by cross validation. Details are in online Appendix Table A5.
approach of this form would not pass legal muster. Two variables it selects are the fractions of the foreign-born population in the census tract who come from Asia and Europe, which while not technically a use or race, run the risk of being seen by courts as having been chosen by the machine learning algorithm to penalize tracts with many Asians and Whites.

We then implemented race-neutral affirmative action plans as in the previous section. We treat the predicted probability of being a minority that comes out of the LASSO model as if it were an SES index and rank students on a weighted average of their composite scores and their predicted minority status. As above, we implemented two versions of each of the above plans. One uses a weight that makes the underrepresented minority share at Payton exactly match its value under the current CPS plan. The other exactly matches the current underrepresented minority share at Northside.

The LASSO model is able to improve on our simple modifications at both Payton and Northside. But the primary result that we would emphasize is the magnitudes: the results indicate that even such a fairly complex model cannot produce significantly larger gains than the plans presented previously. At Payton, the LASSO model achieves 46 percent minority efficiency when constructed without student-level FRPL data and 56 percent efficiency, when using such individual-level data. The improvement from LASSO without free lunch is only about 5 percentage points better than we were able to do achieve in our simple three variable model and remains far from 100 percent. At Northside, the LASSO model adds essentially nothing to what we were able to do earlier to improve minority efficiency.

We conclude that the moderate improvements that we were able to make to the CPS plan in the previous section are probably not far from the upper bound under the given constraints. Constraining affirmative action plans to be race-neutral and place-based will substantially increase the costs that are incurred if one tries to increase minority representation at Chicago’s most elite public schools.

Table 3 also reports overall efficiency measures for the plans discussed above. They are as high as 76 percent for plans that use the individual-level FRPL data. When the overall efficiency evaluated using the mean, rather than the standard deviation, the overall efficiency is never greater than 62 percent. Even these bounds should be regarded as an overly optimistic view of what can be accomplished in a race-neutral manner because it assumes that the FRPL variable that is now being used perfectly captures the socioeconomic disadvantage that CPS cares about, and gives our modified plan a great deal of credit for capturing such disadvantage accurately. We believe that the exercise of using an income proxy to examine how efficient a plan admits disadvantaged students is better motivated for plans that do not make use of an income proxy variable. It would be interesting to examine the overall efficiency of plans that use the income variable also considering how efficiently they admit students who are disadvantaged on other dimensions, e.g., coming from single-parent families or having parents who did not attend college, but we lack the data to do so.

It is also worth noting that the potential ways to increase efficiency we have examined only have a moderate impact on the number of Asian students. The proportion of Asian students is moderately lower under our benchmark plans that use

---

34 These and other additional results are shown in online Appendix Table A6.
race and FRPL data. At Payton, 12.3 percent of students at Payton are Asian under the CPS plan and 10.0 percent are under the race and FRPL-based benchmark. At Northside, 24.7 percent of students are Asian under CPS plan and 23.6 percent are under the race and FRPL-based benchmark. Some of the alternate race neutral plans we have considered slightly increase Asian representation at one or both schools. See online Appendix Table A6.

VI. Recap and Conclusions

This paper evaluates affirmative action plans when schools develop curricula tailored to students’ ability or preparation levels and a diverse learning environment. Absent any restrictions on its form, we show that affirmative action in Chicago’s exam school sector would be a powerful tool. There are sufficiently many minority and low-income students with composite scores within two or three points of the purely score-based cutoffs, which allows for a substantial increase in low-income and/or minority enrollment without a large impact on the distribution of admitted students’ composite scores. For example, it is possible to roughly double minority and/or low-income enrollment by giving preferences on the order of two or three points.

Place-based affirmative action plans expand the definition of disadvantage to include neighborhood characteristics and Chicago’s plan is one of the most ambitious and sophisticated of such plans. However, it performs worse than racial quotas in increasing minority or low-income access. This fact shows broadening the definition of disadvantage need not entail a trade-off between minority enrollment and other measures of disadvantage. The CPS plan incurs higher curriculum-matching losses and widens within-school racial achievement gaps.

We show that there is room to improve the efficiency of the CPS plan. By altering CPS’s index of socioeconomic status, using continuous bonuses rather than discrete SES tiers and exploiting individual-level data on FRPL status, it is possible to achieve the same levels of minority and FRPL representation with significantly fewer distortions. However, a key finding is that there are still significant limits to the efficiency of place-based affirmative action policies. One main reason is that the high-achievers that Payton and Northside admits are by definition outliers for their neighborhood, which complicates the relationship between neighborhood characteristics and true measures of disadvantage.

While we have focused on Chicago, contentious debates about the lack of diversity at exam schools have taken place in other cities. The effectiveness of any affirmative action plan depends both on the design of the plan and the city in which it is implemented. Our ability to simulate the effects of different plans in Chicago have given us some scope to provide estimates of the range of efficiencies that are possible under different plans. The differing levels of efficiency at Payton and Northside demonstrate that a substantial range in efficiency exists both across plans and targets; while we achieved more than 50 percent minority-only efficiency at Payton, the most efficient plan reached just 36 percent at Northside. Our framework can be applied to other cities to help quantify the efficiency of affirmative action and evaluate the performance of alternatives.

Our framework to evaluate affirmative action plans is based on the premise that grouping together high ability students allows for schools to offer advanced
curricula that would not be available elsewhere. We have assumed that education production depends on curriculum matching and diversity and that the composite score, scaled appropriately, is a good proxy for curriculum matching. While the production function assumption provides a rationale for exam schools and our use of the composite score allows us to quantify efficiency loss, future work should try to provide more justification for the best proxies for diversity and curriculum matching and their importance in education production. Finally, we’ve also judged the performance of alternative schemes based on measures of exam school access. It would also be fruitful to study the effect of increased exam school access on subsequent educational outcomes.
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